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The fresh look and feel of silk during the spring and summer is fabulous. Silk dresses and tunics are
designed in short, finger and long lengths. The collection of summer clothing for women is created
for all ages.

In Norway a top company has a collection of silk dresses and tunics. As most women have
experienced, silk is an expensive fabric. The cost of 100% genuine silk apparel can range between
300 â€“ 700 Euros.

Being able to purchase such clothing at 70% below retail cost is wonderful. The styles are sized to
fit women of all sizes and body shapes. Petite, tall, and full figured women can experience the feel
of silk.

The tunics and poncho silk dresses are very soft and thin, but yet durable. Silk fabric is a textile that
has been a tradition for thousands of years. For centuries silk has been associated with luxury and
beauty.

Cultures around the world use silk for wedding and traditional wear. It is one of the oldest fabrics
used today by designers and manufacturers. Women are wearing silk tunic dresses to compliment
pants or jeans.

The summer fashion for women includes a collection of casual tunics and dresses. It consists of one
hundred percent silk fibres safe for most skin protection. The fibre properties are tough as steel but
yet gentle in feel.

Silk is considered as safer than cotton because of its hypo-allergenic properties. It is just as durable
as cotton and allows the skin to breath. Even with years of wear and usage, silk will last with proper
care.

During the spring and summer months silk provides instant coolness. It is comfortable to wear when
the temperature is extremely high. When wet the fabric dries quickly and is resistant to certain stains
and odours.

Women adorned in simple and stylish silk dresses and tunics are exquisite. Itâ€™s like a breath of fresh
air with gentleness, purity, and innocents. The summer clothing for women made of silk has
fabulous features.

The best feature of the silk tunic dresses is its durability and affordable cost. The silk fabric is
breathable and has temperature regulator capabilities. It is stain and tear resistant compared to
other fabrics such as cotton.

The queen fashion of designs this season is womenâ€™s summer clothing. Cashmere and silk are the
most favourable fabrics for spring fashions. Both fabrics are known to provide warmth and coolness
during all seasons.
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Sophie Faroh - About Author:
About Us
a Sophie Faroh is a company and brand devoted to designing fashionable apparel for the 21st
Century women in Norway. For fifteen years Sophie Faroh has designed collections of fall/winter
and spring/summer clothing. To learn more about and see the latest 2012 collections, visit online
today at a http://www.sophiefaroh.com.
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